Since Rabbi Harvey first sauntered onto the scene in *The Adventures of Rabbi Harvey: A Graphic Novel of Jewish Wisdom and Wit in the Wild West* (Jewish Lights), he's been venerated throughout the western frontier for his wisdom, quick wit and kindness.

Part Wild West sheriff, part old world rebbe, he resolves conflict, offers friendship, and teaches Jewish values, while still finding time for a good meal and a game of baseball.

Though they may not be quite as you remember them, each of the ten stories in this witty and original collection is based on traditional Jewish folktales, Hasidic legends and Talmudic teachings. The refreshing presentation in graphic novel format will uplift, amuse, surprise and delight.

---

**PRAISE FOR THE ADVENTURES OF RABBI HARVEY**

"Harvey's adventures are so much fun you hardly realize you're learning anything until it's too late.... In the tradition of great Jewish humor, self-deprecating one-liners and deadpan delivery abound. Kids of all ages will love Harvey's sugary wisdom and wit."
—*Publishers Weekly*

"Regardless of one's religious or cultural background, Rabbi Harvey has insight to pass on to everyone."
—*LibraryJournal.com*

---

**ALSO AVAILABLE**

*The Adventures of Rabbi Harvey: A Graphic Novel of Jewish Wisdom and Wit in the Wild West*
*
By Steve Sheinkin

Classic Jewish folktales meet the Wild West in this hilarious graphic novel.

6 x 9, 144 pp, Full-color illus., Quality PB Original

*The Adventures of Rabbi Harvey Teacher's Guide*

By Steve Sheinkin with Ariella Tievsky


*The Story of the Jews: A 4,000-Year Adventure—A Graphic History Book*

By Stan Mack

Through witty, illustrated narrative, visits the major happenings from biblical times to the twenty-first century.